Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The optical theorem is a fundamental relation that emerges in both classical and quantum wave scattering phenomena^[@CR1]^. It relates the amplitude of a wave scattered from an object in the forward direction to its extinction cross-section. However, the rigorous proof of the commonly used form of the theorem strongly relies on the scalar nature of the considered waves^[@CR1]^ and can be easily extended only to a simple vectorial case of transverse plane waves^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^. While the former is usually true for acoustic or electron scattering (though even in the latter case, only for plane waves^[@CR5]^), for electromagnetic waves both the spatial distribution of the incident field and its polarization structure can be important. It has been shown that tightly focused Gaussian beams scattered by a small spherical particle partially violate the optical theorem^[@CR6],[@CR7]^. This violation is a direct consequence of the appearance of the longitudinal field components at the focal spot where the scattering object is located. The interaction of other beams of vectorial nature, such as radially or azimuthally polarized beams or complex vortex beams carrying optical angular momentum, with various nanostructures was studied both theoretically and experimentally^[@CR8]--[@CR11]^, but the dynamics of the scattering of such beams and its relationship to the fundamental properties of the optical theorem have not been considered. Meanwhile, electromagnetic beams with complex vectorial fields are currently used in many important applications, including high-resolution imaging, radar detection, communication technology, nanoparticle trapping and manipulation, surface metrology and many others for which the optical theorem is widely used in system design and performance evaluation.

Many versions of the optical theorem have been formulated for scenarios involving different geometries of illumination for which the textbook form of the theorem cannot be applied. For example, the application of the optical theorem to the scattering in transmission lines has been studied^[@CR12]^, and generalizations for (i) nonlinear, time-varying and lossy materials^[@CR13]^, (ii) anisotropic embedding media^[@CR14]^, (iii) general inhomogeneous media^[@CR15]^, (iv) surface waves and layered media^[@CR16]^, and (v) evanescent fields^[@CR17]^ have been theoretically derived. Nevertheless, in the majority of experimental studies where partial information regarding the scattering can be acquired, the optical theorem still tends to be applied in its conventional form.

In the present work, we experimentally demonstrate a complete violation of the conventional formulation of the optical theorem for vectorial beams and provide an experimental proof of its appropriate generalized version. Exploiting the vectorial structure of radially polarized beams in both optical and microwave spectral ranges, we study angular spectra of the scattering from subwavelength particles and show that scattering in the forward direction, which is favorable for the linearly polarized light illumination, vanishes under the radially polarized excitation even though the particle has a significant non-zero extinction cross-section. Therefore, the use of the conventional form of the optical theorem that establishes a direct relation between these two quantities is inappropriate. The violation of this connection was further confirmed in experiments for microwave radiation scattering through the mapping of the amplitude and phase of the forward scattering with a sub-diffraction resolution. As in the optical regime, the experimental results confirmed by numerical simulations, reveal strong overall scattering of the radially polarized beam with no forward scattering detected, in violation of the textbook optical theorem. Finally, the experimental and numerical results confirm the predictions based on the recent generalization of the optical theorem formulation.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Finite element numerical modeling {#Sec3}
---------------------------------

Numerical analysis was performed using finite element software (COMSOL Multiphysics). The scattering from a 100 nm spherical gold nanoparticle (for which the permittivity data were taken from ref.^[@CR18]^ was studied in the scattering-field formulation, with the simulation domain surrounded by a perfectly matched layer in order to guarantee the absence of back-reflection from the outer domain boundaries. The symmetry of the simulation setup (both the incident field and the object) was used to decrease the computational complexity. The simulation domain, which initially had a spherical form, was cut by two perpendicular planes intersecting along the beam axis. In the case of the plane wave illumination, these planes were the plane of the linear polarization and the wave vector plane perpendicular to it. For radial polarization, the azimuthal orientation of the planes is invariant due to the symmetry of the beam/object system. Only one quadrant of the space between these planes was used for numerical evaluation with the appropriate boundary conditions set on its flat edges (perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) for the polarization plane and perfect electric conductor (PEC) for the perpendicular plane in the case of linear polarization and PMC for both planes in the case of the radially polarized beam). The linearly polarized wave illumination was implemented in a straightforward manner, while the focused radially polarized beam field distribution obtained in the paraxial approximation^[@CR19],[@CR20]^, was corrected numerically. The latter approach allowed the implementation of highly focused beams with a numerical aperture of 0.4 in air, corresponding to the \~3500 nm beam waist in the studied 300--1000 nm wavelength range, and with a numerical aperture of 1.42 in immersion oil, corresponding to the 550--900 nm waist, which is wavelength-dependent due to tight focusing. The validity of the model was checked by benchmarking it against the results for scattering of a linearly polarized plane wave on a metallic nanoparticle from the literature^[@CR21]^. For all illumination scenarios (linear, radial, and azimuthal polarizations), the near field in the vicinity of the particle was numerically evaluated, while the far field was determined from the near field using the Stratton--Chu approach^[@CR22]^.

Optical Fourier microscopy {#Sec4}
--------------------------

Single-particle scattering experiments were performed in reflection using 100 nm gold colloidal nanoparticles. Dispersed nanoparticles were placed in oil between two microscope coverglasses in order to minimize the index mismatch. Single nanoparticle spectroscopy was performed using an inverted microscope in which the back focal plane of the objective is imaged onto a CCD camera, allowing direct imaging of the scattering pattern of a single nanoparticle. For illumination, incoherent white light from a tungsten-halogen lamp was filtered spatially with a 5 μm diameter aperture and spectrally with a bandpass filter (532 nm, Chroma), collimated and polarized linearly using a grid polarizer (Thorlabs). The polarization can be transformed into radial polarization using a polarization converter (Arcoptix, Switzerland). Linearly or radially polarized light was focused on the particle with a 1.49NA, ×100 objective (Nikon). A nanoparticle was collocated with the center of the beam using a piezostage. For detection, the back-scattered signal was collected by the same objective lens, and its back aperture was imaged on a CCD using a four-lens system. The final images were obtained by subtracting the background signal measured from the coverglass alone from the signal detected in the presence of the nanoparticle. The back-scattering geometry provides a much weaker background, allowing a better signal-to-noise ratio than that for the forward direction while still allowing the connection to the forward scattering behavior via numerical simulations.

Microwave scanning microscopy {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

The microwave experiments emulate the optical setup and additionally provide direct measurement of amplitude and phase distributions of the forward scattered waves^[@CR23]^. The experiments were performed at the frequency of 9.5 GHz (corresponding to the wavelength *λ*=3.2 cm). A 3.5 mm sphere made from stainless steel was used as a scatterer. Both linearly and radially polarized beams were generated by a widely used conical horn antenna with an aperture diameter of 50 mm attached to a cylindrical waveguide fed by a coaxial cable^[@CR24]^. The polarization of the beam (either linear or radial) was achieved by exciting different modes of the waveguide. To obtain linear polarization, the antenna was fed by a standard coaxial waveguide connected to a vector network analyzer (VNA, Agilent PNA-L-N5230C), yielding the fundamental *H*~11~ mode excited in a cylindrical waveguide. The working frequency (9.5 GHz) was chosen such that no other linearly polarized mode can propagate in the waveguide of this size (WC94, inner diameter of 24 mm). To obtain radial polarization, the excitation of the first radial mode of the cylindrical waveguide, namely, the *E*~01~ mode, was used. Here, as well, the waveguide size restricts any other non-polarized cylindrical waveguide modes in the given frequency band. Since zero-order Bessel functions, which describe the radial field distributions of *H*~11~ and *E*~01~ modes, mimic a Gaussian distribution with at least 97% overlap in amplitude, the field distributions at the antenna aperture imitate linearly or radially polarized Gaussian beams (at least near the center of the aperture), which are radiated in the free space. The amplitude, phase and polarization profiles of the radiated beams were confirmed by amplitude-resolved and phase-resolved measurements at the distance of approximately 1.5 wavelengths from the antenna aperture. A 3.5 mm sphere made from stainless steel was placed at the distance of one wavelength from the antenna aperture along the beam axis. The measurements of the scattered field were performed in the near-field, recording both phase and amplitude information with a sub-diffraction resolution using a probe mounted on a planar near-field scanner (NSI Inc.) and connected to a VNA, which allows signal acquisition in the spectral range up to 100 GHz. Mechanical movement of the probe was controlled by the scanner. A calibrated NSI probe (open end of the rectangular waveguide), specifically designed to work in the X-band (8--12 GHz), was used for the measurements of the transverse linearly polarized field. On the other hand, a custom-made coaxial probe was used to measure the longitudinal *z*-component of the field. First, the amplitude and phase *x--y* maps of the total (incident and scattered) field were measured at the distance of *λ*/2 from the scatterer. Then, the amplitude and phase maps of the incident field (with the scatterer removed) were measured exactly at the same detection plane, again for both polarizations. Using these data, the amplitude and phase of the scattered field were determined via phase-resolved field subtraction.

Results and discussion {#Sec6}
======================

Conventional optical theorem and complex vectorial beams {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------

The main contribution to the electromagnetic scattering from a subwavelength obstacle usually originates from a dipolar term in the multipolar decomposition. In other words, under linearly polarized plane wave illumination, the particle becomes predominantly polarized along the direction of the incident electrical field (if the magnetic response can be neglected) and re-radiates the energy according to the dipolar emission pattern. The highest intensity of the dipolar radiation propagates in the directions perpendicular to the dipole and, as the result, along the wave vector of the incident linearly polarized wave. Consequently, scattering in the forward direction (along the incident wave vector) is significant. The common formulation of the optical theorem postulates a direct proportionality between the scattering amplitude in the forward direction and the extinction cross-section^[@CR1]--[@CR4]^. However, the situation can be drastically different for vectorial beams that may carry longitudinal field components, optical angular momentum or transverse spin^[@CR25]^. For example, radially polarized beams have a doughnut-like intensity profile for the transverse polarization directions and, most prominently, a strong longitudinal polarization component along the propagation direction at the beam axis^[@CR26]^. The intensity map and the electric field structure of a focused radially polarized beam, the scattering of which will be studied below, are presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Schematic representation of a nanoparticle illuminated by a radially polarized beam.Evolution of the electric field structure of the incident beam illuminating the nanoparticle from the left (along **k**~inc~) is shown by black arrows together with the dipole moment (**d**) induced in the nanoparticle (green-white arrow).The intensity of the beam is shown by the color map. The directions of the power flow of the scattered field **P**~scat~ are shown by red-white arrows
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For the plane wave illumination of a gold nanoparticle, the direct method for the calculation of the extinction cross-section ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_{{\rm{ext}}}^{{\rm{OT}}}$$\end{document}$) show excellent agreement (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The extinction in the spectral range *λ* = 480--550 nm corresponds to the plasmonic dipolar resonance of the particle. The angular distribution of the far-field scattering has the characteristic shape corresponding to a dipolar radiation pattern, namely, cos^2^*φ*, where *φ* is the scattering angle (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the scattering dipole is induced along the *y*-direction along the polarization of the incident plane wave.Fig. 2Breakdown of the conventional formulation of the optical theorem for a radially polarized beam.**a**, **b** Extinction cross-section spectra of gold nanoparticles with a radius of 50 nm (the data are normalized to the geometrical cross-section of the nanoparticle *C*~geom~), calculated using the optical theorem (Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), solid red lines) and by the direct evaluation of the sum of the absorption and scattering cross-sections (Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), black lines) for (**a**) linearly and (**b**) focused radially polarized illumination. **c**--**f** Angular scattering diagrams for the nanoparticle illuminated by (**c**, **e**) a plane wave linearly polarized along the *y*-direction and (**d**, **f**) a focused radially polarized beam. The illuminating wave propagates along the *z*-direction and has the wavelength *λ* = 530 nm. The particle is located at the center of the diagram

The situation is drastically different for the radially polarized incident beam. The wavelength dependence of the extinction cross-section calculated using the direct integration method shows a distinctive peak at the localized surface plasmon resonance of the particle (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, black line), which is in good agreement with the case of the plane wave excitation (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). At the same time, the extinction cross-section evaluated using the optical theorem given by Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is practically zero (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, red line), within a numerical noise defined by the accuracy of the simulations. This means that the optical theorem in its common form cannot be applied for such beams. Here, we note that for the case of optical beams focused to dimensions comparable to the size of the scattering object, reconsideration of the usual notion of the cross-section is required due to the variation of the beam intensity across the object. For example, in the case of scattering of localized electron wave packets, this was done via the definition of the cross-section through the number of the scattering events, normalized to the introduced effective luminosity of the wave packet^[@CR5]^. In our case, in analogy to this approach, we used the power extinguished from the beam (equivalent to the number of photons removed from the beam), normalizing it for simplicity to the maximum intensity in the focal plane (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The apparent contradiction created by the optical theorem described by Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) can be understood from the angular scattering diagram (Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For the radially polarized beam, the entire nanoparticle is located in the region of space where the longitudinal component of the incident field dominates (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and the transverse polarization is vanishingly small. Furthermore, it has an axisymmetric structure with the transverse fields directed out of the beam axis at the location of the scatterer, prohibiting the excitation of a transverse dipolar mode (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, the dipole moment in the particle is excited only by the longitudinal components along the beam axis, giving rise to pronounced energy re-radiation directed perpendicular to the latter. The dipolar excitation also causes the related absorption losses in the metal particle. This leads to significant non-zero values of scattering and absorption cross-sections, resulting in a considerable value of the extinction cross-section. However, the optical theorem given by Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) fails to reflect this: due to the symmetry, the re-radiation of the longitudinal dipole in the forward direction (along the dipole axis) is zero, and therefore, the optical theorem returns a zero extinction cross-section (Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The visual comparison between Fig. [2c and d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} suggests that they are almost perfect replicas of each other if a 90° rotational transformation is applied to either one of them. This observation enables us to draw an intuitive conclusion regarding the source of the violation of the optical theorem in this formulation. Instead of traveling along the optical axis, the scattering is deflected by 90°, which is the optimal angle for minimizing the forward scattering. Moreover, as seen in Fig. [2e, f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the violation also occurs in the case of a nonresonant excitation at *λ* = 520 nm for the nanoparticle in oil (the resonance is moved in this case to *λ* = 600 nm), which was experimentally examined in further studies described in the next section. In the case of the focused Gaussian beam, both transverse (dominant) and longitudinal (which are the consequence of focusing) components are present at the particle position. As was shown above, for the latter components, there is a complete violation of the optical theorem, while for the former components, the optical theorem holds, overall leading to a partial theorem violation. Generally, stronger beam focusing corresponds to a higher ratio between the longitudinal and transverse components and a more significant violation of the optical theorem. As was found in ref.^[@CR5]^ for the axisymmetric scattering of vortex electron wave packets, zero forward scattering and yet a non-zero overall scattering cross-section can be observed even for scalar localized incident fields of a complex structure with a vortex phase change around the wave packet axis. However, the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic field essentially amplifies the effect: the zero divergence of the electromagnetic field at the node of the fields at the beam axis leads to the presence of the longitudinal field components, resulting in efficient excitation of the dipolar mode in the nanoparticle along the beam axis and thus efficient scattering, resulting in essential extinction simultaneously with zero forward scattering.

Experimental investigation of scattering in the optical domain using Fourier microscopy {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To verify the predictions of the numerical modeling, single-particle spectroscopy was performed, allowing the direct imaging of the scattering pattern (Materials and methods section) (Figure [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). First, linearly polarized excitation was studied with a flat linearly polarized wavefront at the center of the focal spot. These excitation conditions can be directly compared to a plane wave excitation implemented in the simulations. Figure [3b, c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} show excellent agreement of the experimental and theoretical angular distribution in the back-scattering zone, clearly demonstrating a wave vector distribution that is symmetric with respect to the *k*~*y*~ = 0 plane with gradually decreasing magnitude toward higher *k*~*y*~. They directly demonstrate the excitation of a dipole along the excitation polarization direction, as seen from the field map cross-sections of the full scattering diagram (Fig. [2e](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Due to the nature of the Fourier plane detection, the number of the wave vectors per (*dk*~*x*~, *dk*~*y*~) interval is recorded. Hence, for a uniform angular distribution, the wave vectors scattered at higher angles have higher density than those close to the optical axis. This explains the higher intensities at the sides of the Fourier images in Fig. [3b, c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} for higher *k*~*x*~.Fig. 3**Experiments in the visible spectral range. a** Schematic of the Fourier imaging setup used in the experiments. **b**--**e** Angular distribution of the far-field back-scattering in the case of a nanoparticle illuminated by (**b**, **c**) a linearly polarized plane wave and (**d**, **e**) a radially polarized beam. The results obtained in the optical experiments (**b**, **d**) are compared with the finite element method numerical modeling (**c**, **e**). The parameters of the nanoparticle and illumination are as in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}

For radial polarization, the experimental and numerical observations are again in excellent agreement (cf. Fig. [3d, e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). It can be seen that the Fourier intensity in the entire central region of the map around *k*~*x*~ = *k*~*y*~ = 0 is virtually zero, gradually increasing toward higher *k*~*x*~ and *k*~*y*~ and clearly possessing a polar angular symmetry. Since the subwavelength size of the sphere only allows the dipolar plasmonic resonance, this provides clear evidence that the direction of the excited dipole is along the *z*-axis, which can be easily seen by the comparison of wave vector distributions in the Fourier images with the full scattering diagram in Fig. [2f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Such an orientation of the excited dipole inevitably leads to the absolute zero value of the scattering field (and consequently its imaginary part) in the forward direction along the *z*-axis. Hence, we demonstrated a complete violation of the optical theorem in its conventional form for radially polarized beams both experimentally and numerically: while the optical theorem predicts an extinction cross-section to be zero $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_{{\rm{ext}}}^{{\rm{OT}}} = 0$$\end{document}$ (Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})) on the basis of the zero scattering along the incident wave vector, a considerable extinction cross-section of the particle is observed with strong scattering of the incident radially polarized beam in the direction of large *k*~*x*~ and *k*~*y*~ wave vectors.

Scanning microscopy of a scattered field in the microwave domain {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The microwave scattering experiments emulate the optical setup and provide direct measurements of the amplitude and phase distributions of the scattered waves^[@CR23]^. The distributions of the scattered field amplitude in the forward direction demonstrate very good agreement with the modeling results (cf. Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}--e). For the linearly polarized illumination, the radiation profile corresponds to the dipolar moment excited along the direction of the incident polarization (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the radiation profile in the case of the radially polarized illumination provides unambiguous evidence for the dipole moment excitation in the *z*-direction, along the beam axis (Fig. [4d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Again, the conventional formulation of the optical theorem is violated in this case: an essential scattering signal (and, therefore, considerable extinction cross-section) is evident, while Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) predicts zero extinction on the basis of the zero field measured in the forward direction (along the *z*-axis).Fig. 4Experiments in the microwave spectral range.**a** Near-field scanning setup used in the microwave experiments. **b**--**e** Near-field distribution of forward scattering on a 3.5 mm metallic nanoparticle recalculated from the amplitude and phase maps measured at a distance of *l*~2~ = 14.5 mm from the particle center in the case of (**b**, **c**) a linearly polarized plane wave and (**d**, **e**) a radially polarized beam. The microwave radiation frequency is 9.5 GHz, corresponding to *λ* = 3.2 cm ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$l_1 \approx \lambda$$\end{document}$). The results obtained in the microwave experiments (**b**, **d**) are compared with the finite element method numerical modeling (**c**, **e**)

The fact that the facet of the probe rectangular waveguide lies in the measurement plane and, therefore, has a lower acceptance of the incident wave at higher angles leads to the smaller measured signal in this region, explaining the related difference between the experimental and theoretical field maps (cf. Fig. [4b with d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [4c with e](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the metallic sphere was held in the setup by a sample holder made of a plastic foam sheet. The sheet is nearly transparent for microwaves (*ε*\~1.1) and, thus, did not essentially influence the results, although its presence can explain minor radial interference fringes observed in the experimental field maps (Fig. [4b, d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Generalization of the optical theorem {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------

These numerical and experimental observations provide strong motivation for the development and application of generalized formulations of the optical theorem^[@CR27]^. This can be achieved by considering a relation linking extinction to incident (**E**~0~(**r**), **H**~0~(**r**)) and total (**E**(**r**), **H**(**r**)) fields valid for any vectorial structure of the field^[@CR27]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{A}}\left( {{\mathbf{k}}_1,{\mathbf{k}}_2^ \ast } \right)$$\end{document}$, double indices imply summation and \|\| denotes the projection on the *z*-axis. Applying this approach to the scattering of both linearly and radially polarized light, it was found that the generalized optical theorem (Eqs. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""})) provides results in excellent agreement with the direct evaluation of the extinction cross-section using Eqs. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}--[5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) (Fig. [5a, b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), revealing its validity even for the vectorial case. We note that in the derivation of the generalized optical theorem, no assumptions regarding the shape of the incident beam and the scattering object were made, e.g., complex fields including evanescent components and objects with an optical response dominated by magnetic dipoles or electric quadrupoles can be considered. The form of the optical theorem given by Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) is very convenient for approaching the problem with numerical simulations, allowing straightforward integration of the resulting electromagnetic fields. On the other hand, the form given by Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) is more suitable for analytical and semi-analytical calculations. Finding $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{A}}\left( {{\mathbf{k}}_1,{\mathbf{k}}_2^ \ast } \right)$$\end{document}$ and evaluating the scattering of a plane wave by an object of a given shape are generally within the capabilities of analytical calculations^[@CR28]^. Then, the double integration over the wave vectors for simple scatterers can be done analytically; otherwise, numerical evaluation can be performed using standard software.Fig. 5Comparison of the conventional and generalised formulations of the optical theorem and numerical modelling for linearly, radially and azimuthally polarized beams.Extinction cross-section spectra of gold nanoparticles with a radius of 50 nm, calculated using the optical theorem (OT) Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) (solid red line), generalized OT Eqs. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}, [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) (dashed green line) and direct evaluation of the sum of the absorption Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and scattering Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) cross-sections (black line) for (**a**) linearly, (**b**) radially and (**c**) azimuthaly polarized beams

The optical theorem was further tested in the case of the scattering of a focused azimuthally polarized beam (with the same parameters as for the radially polarized beam in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) on a 100 nm spherical gold nanoparticle. Numerical modeling shows that the generalized version of the optical theorem (Eqs. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), dashed green line in Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) provides the correct prediction of the value of the extinction cross-section, while the conventional formulation (Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), solid red line in Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) proves to be inadequate. Due to the vectorial structure of the beam signified by the absence of the electric terms in its multipole decomposition^[@CR29]^, the electric resonances that play a leading role in the optical response of a spherical plasmonic particle are not excited. This leads to much lower extinction cross-section values compared to linearly and radially polarized excitations (cf. Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [5a, b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, the peak at the wavelength of 520 nm corresponding to the dipole resonance is no longer present for the azimuthal polarization. The observed small increase in the extinction cross-section toward the shorter wavelengths is related to the increase of the absorption in the metal.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

A violation of the standard formulation of the optical theorem was demonstrated both experimentally and numerically for illumination with radially polarized electromagnetic beams featuring strong longitudinal field components. Optical measurements were complemented by experiments in the microwave domain. The experiments together with comprehensive numerical modeling show clear evidence of the breakdown of the textbook version of the optical theorem. The origin of the breakdown has been identified to be mainly due to the presence of longitudinal field components in the complex vector beams. Rather than creating a paradox, this violation provides the evidence of the need for the reconsideration of the conditions required for satisfying this theorem, which was originally formulated for scalar and transverse vectorial waves. The generalized formulation of the optical theorem^[@CR27]^ was shown to be in agreement with our numerical and experimental results. Longitudinal field components and related transverse optical spin of the surface and guided modes also lead to an inverse photonic spin-Hall effect, which is impossible for transverse waves^[@CR30]^, and the emergence of lateral optical forces^[@CR31]^. Finally, we would like to note that a similar violation should be expected for another important type of complex beams -- vortex beams (with a non-zero orbital angular momentum). In analogy to radially and azimuthally polarized beams, vortex beams have vortex phase changes around their axes. Due to the symmetry of the problem, the forward scattering for vortex beams is zero, and so is the extinction cross-section given by the standard expression for the optical theorem, while, in fact, the extinction cross-section is non-zero at least due the high-order (e.g., quadrupolar) scattering effects and, if present, due to the absorption.

To underline the importance of the generalization of the well-established physical rules to novel phenomena for which the original form of the rule is no longer applicable, it is interesting to draw the attention to an example having very close parallels to the effects studied in the manuscript, yet from a completely different area of physics. Specifically, this is the generalization of the Born approximation for the scattering of electrons on energy potentials in the case of localized electron wave packets instead of plane waves^[@CR5].[@CR32]^, Apart from reconsidering the definition of the cross-section when the incident field localization is comparable to the scatterer size, it was found that for twisted (vortex) incident electron wave packets, if the impact parameter of the incident wave packet is zero (the beam axis goes through the center of the axisymmetric scattering potential), the forward scattering is zero as well, while the overall cross-section is not, which is in complete analogy to the violation of the optical theorem for the radial and azimuthal optical beams considered here.

Since the optical theorem in different forms is frequently used in a broad range of applications, such as imaging, nanoparticle manipulation, communications, and radar detection, as well as in other areas of physics, e.g., for quantum scattering^[@CR33]^, these findings demonstrate that a careful reconsideration of the required conditions and the introduction of additional degrees of freedom are of key importance. The understanding and generalization of the optical theorem applicability can broaden the span of its applications. For example, consideration of the spin-flip in an electron scattering process could introduce another (vectorial) degree of freedom, which could have remarkable implications for the relationships between the total extinction and forward scattering.
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